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Terence ftipmaster 
History JJept. 
Tpe William Paterson t%o.11ege 
Wayne, N.J. 07470 

Dear Terry, 

Thanks for your good wishna. 

2/5/90 

 

 

The old vow= blockages are giving me more trouble but the driple bypass is 
not and I seem to be doing well with and after it. 

You say you've given your book, files and other things to your library. Perhaps 
you might also want them to have a record that everything I have will be a permanent 
archive at local Hood College. 

Possibly those who use your library may want more information. What mood will have takes up about 60 file cabinets. 

Where the books you mention relate to the 84gal events, to a large degree they 
use what I first Published and brought to light. %e misrepresent some of this grossly. 
I'd prefer not to make any detailed comment on any, I do have questions, varying in 
number and seriousness about all you mention. and at my age and the state of my health 
I want to avoid all the unnecessary controversy I can avoid. 

Some recount matters I was part of and cannot recognize from their accounts. 
Because Davis behaved so very badly with him, I'll use him 	illustrate. He asked 

me for help. I told )fn I was able to do little but if he wanted me to I'd arrange for 
him to have a research assistant I would get from food if he would pay hers. te and she xx 
would have unlimited access and could use my copier to make copies. That senior worked 
here all her spare time for a year. I have no idea what she copied and sent him, but I 
pliced no barriers and she had unsupervised access to the files and the copier. He also 
took a lot of py tine responding to his various baseless theories, a lot of my time at 
my age and state of health. None of this, of course, is in his book. Check his acknow-
ledgements. Then compare page 414 of the hardback with the pape-back repetnt. It took 
a considerable amount of time and effort to get him to elisinate most of his complete 
fabrication and his trading on my name and to this day he has found one excuse after 
another for refusing to return to me copies of some of my correspondence my copies of which disappeared with his researcher. 

Elsewhere he describes the late Jack Wasserman, who in actuality was one of the 
best- incigration lawyers in the country, as top mafia l'alreello's top lawyer. He wasnAt. 
He was the immigration lawyer only. Then on 414 he says that Wasserman and Marcell° were 
so worried about what HUSA was publishing that they got in touch with me and that 
Wasserman spent much of a year rummaging through my files.' neater heard from Marcell°. 
Wasserman asked nothing of me. He was mum never even here. We never met. I got in 
touch with him seeking comment on what HUCA said and sent him a feu page am of/records 
in this. And that is it. Period. 

and do 1  have to tell you that he paid me nothing (I didnAt ark for anything, 
either, but he did take ii4ot of ray tine) And he was so damned cheap he didhat even send 
MB a copy of his book. W 	is a stinker and totally irrelevant and undependable. GHe was 
pretty free with bad checks, pp me for the coat of the xoroxing, lower than my actual 
cost, and to the researcher. to me he blamed it on his bank! 

Misinformation and disinformation the country does not need but it abounds. 

Best Iiishos, 

ote 
Harold Weisberg 
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WPC 
Department of History 

January 29, 1990 

Harold Weisburg 
7627 Old Reveiver Road 
Frederick, MD 21707 

Dear Harold: 

I was pleased to read that you are "Happy Harold" and recovering from your operation. 

You may recall that I am one of those people who purchased your Kennedy assassination materials. I have recently donated my files, books, letters and notes to our college library. Time has passed very fast, and I now lecture to students who were born years after the J.F.K. assassination. 

Given the recent books: Davis, Garrison, Groden, and Marrs, I would like to know which one comes closet to your estimation of the events. 

Sincerely, 

Terence Ripmaster 
Professor of History 
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